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Third Eye
2012-06-19

an edge of your seat thriller from the bestselling author of i know what you did last summer when karen closes her eyes the visions come through time and space she sees a place
where stolen children sleep and if karen denies a young policeman s request for help the children may never go home again lois duncan presents a ticking clock mystery with thrills at
every turn

The Third Eye
2012

high school senior karen who worries that her psychic powers will make her seem different from other people is frightened at first when a young policeman asks her to use her gift to
help the police locate missing children

The Third Eye
2018-07-25

t lobsang rampa was preordained to be a tibetan priest a sign from the stars that could not be ignored when he left his wealthy home to enter the monastery his heart was filled with
trepidation with only a slight knowledge of the rigorous spiritual training and physical ordeal that awaited him

The Eyes of Karen Connors
1984

a paranormal rollercoaster ride with goosebumps at every turn now a motion picture starring uma thurman and anna sophia robb kit gordy sees blackwood hall towering over black
iron gates and she can t help thinking this place is evil the imposing mansion sends a shiver of fear through her but kit settles into a routine trying to ignore the rumors that the highly
exclusive boarding school is haunted then her classmates begin to show extraordinary and unknown talents the strange dreams the voices the lost letters to family and friends all
become overshadowed by the magic around them when kit and her friends realize that blackwood isn t what it claims to be it might be too late

Down a Dark Hall
2011-04-19

nore roberts didn t ask for a new life but now that her mom is gone and her dad is newly married she has to settle in at shadow grove the old civil war mansion her stepfamily calls
home when she meets her stepmother lisette nore is shocked by her youth and beauty that gives her chills and a hint of something sinister there s hope of becoming friends with her
stepbrother and sister until nore realizes they re hiding something when she begins to feel like the target of a deadly plan nore starts digging into her stepfamily s past the skeletons
in their closet are more real than she ever imagined can nore expose her stepmother s dark secret before an old and evil magic swallows her up



Locked in Time
2011-10-03

edgar award finalist when the strange new bus driver passes the last stop the five teens on board know something s wrong a gripping thriller publishers weekly valley gardens is the
last stop on the bus route after school the neighborhood is known for its wealthy families perhaps the richest in town marianne bruce glenn dexter and jesse live in valley gardens and
have no trouble guiding the new bus driver to the last stop of the day but the strange substitute driver keeps driving soon the five teenagers are hostages deep in the mountains their
kidnappers demand stacks of money from their families even though most of the students aren t as well off as the abductors assume without hope of raising the ransom money the five
teens must find a way out or face terrifying consequences this ebook features an illustrated biography of lois duncan including rare images and never before seen documents from the
author s personal collection

Ransom
2012-08-28

the girls at modesta high school feel like they re stuck in some anti feminist time warp they re faced with sexism at every turn and they ve had enough sponsored by their new art
teacher ms stark they band together to form the daughters of eve it s more than a school club it s a secret society a sisterhood at first it seems like they are actually changing the way
guys at school treat them but ms stark urges them to take more vindictive action and it starts to feel more like revenge brutal revenge blinded by their oath of loyalty the daughters of
eve become instruments of vengeance can one of them break the spell before real tragedy strikes

Daughters of Eve
2011-10-03

divthe new guy at tracy s school is handsome intense and desperately needs her help but there s something about him that isn t quite right divdiv high school junior tracy lloyd is
unsure about the new guy in school brad johnson is attractive smart and polite but tracy can t help but feel he watches her too closely then one day brad confides in tracy a horrible
secret his little sister mindy has been kidnapped by his stepfather and he needs tracy s help to get her back but even as tracy commits to a plan to help her vulnerable new friend
details emerge that suggest nothing is what it seems divdiv divdivthe twisted window is a zigzagging thriller that keeps readers guessing up until the final page divdiv divdivthis ebook
features an illustrated biography of lois duncan including rare images and never before seen documents from the author s personal collection div

The Twisted Window
2012-08-28

when the old woman died she left her grandchild nancy with the extraordinary gift of magic nancy can read people s minds know their thoughts and make them do what she wants will
she use her gift for good or satisfy her own selfish desire lois duncan presents a paranormal rollercoaster ride with goosebumps at every turn this edition features updated text and an
exclusive q a with author lois duncan

A Gift of Magic
2012-06-19



a hiking trip turns into a missing persons search in this suspense novel guaranteed to hold any reader from the new york times bestselling author the new york times book review
when high school buddies larry drayfus and dan cotwell take a backpacking trip into the mogollon mountains nobody is concerned when they don t come home exactly on time dan is a
natural outdoorsman and he knows the mountains well larry is smart and resourceful but soon the boys families must accept the unthinkable as little sign of them can be found in the
hills for larry s sister and dan s girlfriend joan grief soon turns to mystery when some of her brother s old acquaintances start calling with strange and threatening messages in they
never came home the truth of larry and dan s disappearance is far more shocking than any of their loved ones can anticipate this ebook features an illustrated biography of lois
duncan including rare images and never before seen documents from the author s personal collection

They Never Came Home
2012-08-28

seventeen year old april finds her comfortable life changed forever when death threats to her father a witness in a federal case force her family to go into hiding under assumed
names and flee the pursuit of a hired killer

Don't Look Behind You
2011-04-07

from beloved author lois duncan comes a frightening novel about a group of students who set out to teach their malicious teacher a lesson only to learn that one of them could be a
killer mr griffin is the strictest teacher at del norte high with a penchant for endless projects and humiliating students even straight a student susan can t believe how mean he is to
her crush dave and to the charismatic mark kinney so when dave asks susan to help a group of students teach mr griffin a lesson of their own she goes along with them after all it s a
harmless prank right but things don t go according to plan when one accident leads to another and people begin to die susan and her friends must face the awful truth one of them is
a killer

Killing Mr. Griffin
2010-10-05

for use in schools and libraries only karen struggles to find the courage to use her psychic gifts to help people especially when she realizes that the lives of twelve people depend upon
her help

The Third Eye
1985-01

from the moment rachel s family takes in her orphaned cousin julia strange things start to happen rachel grows suspicious but soon finds herself alienated from her own life julia
seems to have enchanted everyone to turn against her leaving rachel on her own to try and prove that julia is a witch one thing about julia is certain she is not who she says she is and
rachel s family is in grave danger



Summer of Fear
2011-04-19

named an ala quick pick an exciting thriller by the author of the best seller i know what you did last summer features a seventeen year old girl who becomes a clairvoyant and is
branded a witch in a repeat of the salem witch trials reprint ab

Gallows Hill
1998

jack the b

On the Edge
2001

in the dark of night a sleek prowler sneaks through the kitty door although content to curl up in a warm lap in the bright sunshine when eyelids close the lure of the outdoors calls to
the wandering feline and the ever mysterious always curious explorer embarks on a midnight journey full of dreams lois duncan s quiet evocative text and steve johnson and lou
fancher s lush paintings depict the elusive other life of one familiar housecat young feline fans will be drawn to this portrait of cats doing what they do booklist

I Walk at Night
2002-04-15

it was only an accident but it would change their lives forever last summer four terrified friends made a desperate pact to conceal a shocking secret but now someone has learned the
truth and the horror is starting again there is an unknown avenger out there who is stalking them in a deadly game will he stop at terror or is he out for revenge this summer four
friends are going to learn that some secrets just won t stay buried

I Know What You Did Last Summer
2011-03-03

laurie stratton finally has everything a sixteen year old could ever want but just as her perfect summer comes to a close things start to unravel when her boyfriend insists he saw her
out with another guy when laurie was really home sick more mysterious sightings convince laurie someone very real is out there watching her the truth reveals a long lost sister who
has spent the years growing bitter and dangerous she has learned how to haunt laurie but the visits soon become perilous she wants something from laurie her life

Stranger With My Face
2011-04-19



eddy okubo lies about his age and joins the army in his hometown of honolulu only weeks before the japanese bomb pearl harbor suddenly americans see him as the enemy even the u
s army doubts the loyalty of japanese american soldiers then the army sends eddy and a small band of japanese american soldiers on a secret mission to a small island off the coast of
mississippi here they are given a special job one that only they can do eddy s going to help train attack dogs he s going to be the bait

Eyes of the Emperor
2008-12-24

when tara s mother and her healer grandfather flee their indian village she and her brother are bullied by a cruel stepmother as the town falls prey to a mysterious new healer zarku
and the townsmen vanish only to reappear as monsters

The Third Eye
2007-10-01

edgar award winner for fans of gillian flynn caroline cooney and r l stine comes the other side of dark from four time edgar allen poe young adult mystery award winner joan lowery
nixon stacy wakes up in a hospital room in a body she doesn t recognize her mother is dead murdered and stacy is recovering from a gunshot wound she is the sole eyewitness to the
crime but she has only a shadowy memory of the killer s face will stacy be able to regain a clear memory of that fateful day before the killer reaches her the other side of dark is one of
joan lowery nixon s most intriguing suspenseful and dramatic mysteries the compelling premise and nixon s mastery of suspense are gripping publishers weekly tense and dramatic
the other side of dark has a quick pace and the determined protagonist should attract and hold readers school library journal

The Other Side of Dark
2008-12-24

on july 16 1989 kaitlyn arquette was shot to death in albuquerque new mexico the police gave up but her mother would not in this tragic memoir and investigation lois duncan
searches for clues to the murder of her youngest child eighteen year old kaitlyn arquette duncan begins to suspect that the official police investigation of kaitlyn s murder is
inadequate when detectives ignore her daughter s accidental connection to organized crime in albuquerque when duncan loses faith in the system she reaches out to anyone that can
help including private investigators journalists and even a psychic written to inspire other families who have lost loved ones to unsolved crimes who killed my daughter is a powerful
testament to the tenacity of a mother s love a heartbreaking personal account by an edgar award winning author known for such books as i know what you did last summer this is a
true story with all of the elements of a suspenseful mystery school library journal this ebook features an illustrated biography of lois duncan including rare images and never before
seen documents from the author s personal collection

Who Killed My Daughter?
2012-08-28

an illustrated discussion of the planets and bodies such as moons comets and meteoroids found in our solar system also outlines the relationship the solar system has with the galaxies
the fourth entry in the shipmate s guide series



The Longest Hair in the World
2014-06-30

just before summer begins 13 year old ali finds an odd photograph in the attic she knows the two children in it are her mother claire and her aunt dulcie but who s the third person
the one who s been torn out of the picture ali figures she ll find out while she s vacationing in maine with dulcie and her four year old daughter emma in the house where ali s mother
s family used to spend summers all hopes for relaxation are quashed shortly after their arrival though when the girls meet sissy a kid who s mean and spiteful and a bad influence on
emma strangest of all sissy keeps talking about a girl named teresa who drowned under mysterious circumstances back when claire and dulcie were kids and whose body was never
found at first ali thinks sissy s just trying to scare her with a ghost story but soon she discovers the real reason why sissy is so angry mary downing hahn is at her chilling best in this
new supernatural tale that s certain to send shivers down her readers spines

Deep And Dark And Dangerous
2008-08-04

what are amy and adam going to do about their love life neither amy s traditionalist japanese parents nor adam s snobby upper class mother will accept their relationship to make
things worse amy and adam are involved in the color game at school an experiment that s designed to make students aware of class and racial prejudices now the experiment
threatens to alienate amy from her friends and tear her apart from adam she knows it s time to rebel against the color game but will the rest of the class follow her lead

The War Between the Classes
2009-01-21

now a major motion picture a humorous tale of two siblings who turn an abandoned house into a rooming house for stray dogs herald tribune the walkers are moving to a new town
and staying with an aunt who s allergic to dogs too bad for andi and her brother bruce who love dogs and happen to meet a stray that needs help soon andi hatches a plan turning the
abandoned house down the block into a hotel for dogs but as more and more tenants move in the secret gets too big to keep can the kids save their canine castle or will the hotel have
to close

Hotel for Dogs
2011-08-01

in the 1950s when the society families of rivertown decide to launch their daughters in an elaborate debut season beautiful lynn chambers is delighted until her father refuses to let
her participate in this display of snobbishness and lynn finds herself ostracized from the community in which she grew up

Debutante Hill
2013-09-17

from the beloved author comes the sequel to hotel for dogs it s up to andi and her brother bruce to foil the plans of evil dognappers now that andi is no longer running a hotel for dogs
she decides to start a new project a newspaper for dogs with her brother bruce and a few friends the kids make a hit out of their paper but they also attract the attention of some



mysterious dognappers can the kids find the criminals and bring their dogs safely home readers seeking wholesome fare will appreciate the resourceful characters at bottom it is the
dogs from loyal red rover to pampered bully bernstein who should win best in show kirkus reviews a plot that mixes journalism and crime into a potpourri of canines and middle
school moralizing kids with a yen for dogs and a low tolerance for suspense will be comfortable with this booklist

News for Dogs
2011-08-01

a new york times bestseller there may only be one killer but no one is innocent in this thriller from natasha preston the 1 new york times bestselling author of the cellar a weekend
partying at a remote cabin is just what mackenzie needs she can t wait to let loose with her friends but a crazy night of fun leaves two of them dead murdered with no signs of a forced
entry or struggle suspicion turns to the five survivors someone isn t telling the truth and mackenzie s first mistake assuming the killing is over teen thrillers also by natasha preston
the cellar awake you will be mine the lost the twin

The Cabin
2016-09-06

a collection of eleven original stories that deal with ghosts and gangs murders and monsters

Night Terrors
1997

academy award winning actress producer and entrepreneur reese witherspoon invites you into her world where she infuses the southern style parties and traditions she loves with
contemporary flair and charm reese witherspoon s grandmother dorothea always said that a combination of beauty and strength made southern women whiskey in a teacup we may
be delicate and ornamental on the outside she said but inside we re strong and fiery reese s southern heritage informs her whole life and she loves sharing the joys of southern living
with practically everyone she meets she takes the south wherever she goes with bluegrass big holiday parties and plenty of dorothea s fried chicken it s reflected in how she
entertains decorates her home and makes holidays special for her kids not to mention how she talks dances and does her hair in these pages you will learn reese s fail proof only
slightly insane hot roller technique reese loves sharing dorothea s most delicious recipes as well as her favourite southern traditions from midnight barn parties to backyard bridal
showers magical christmas mornings to rollicking honky tonks it s easy to bring a little bit of reese s world into your home no matter where you live after all there s a southern side to
every place in the world right

Whiskey in a Teacup
2018-09-18

when was the last time you got down on your hands and knees to see your classroom from a child s height research shows that effective early childhood classroom design begins from
the ground up classroom design is a crucial component of an effective learning environment through a child s eyes how classroom design inspires learning and wonder brings a new
approach to classroom design that begins and ends with the child s viewpoint each chapter details how the classroom environment influences children s learning and the authors
provide specific examples of how educators can use the children



Through a Child's Eyes
2018

in 1992 lois duncan acclaimed author of fictional suspense novels wrote a horror story she could never have imagined writing a true account of the murder of her own daughter
kaitlyn arquette kait 18 was shot to death as she drove home from a friend s house on a sunday evening in albuquerque new mexico police closed the unsolved case as a random
shooting refusing to accept information that indicated otherwise although it had all the earmarks of a professional hit that first book who killed my daughter was duncan s desperate
attempt to motivate informants and prevent the facts of kait s story from becoming buried it turned out to accomplish much more than that duncan s new book one to the wolves on
the trail of a killer is even more horrifying than its predecessor as new information poured in the family ran for their lives and their original suspicions turned out to be the tip of an
iceberg so immense that kait herself could not have known how dangerous the information was that she had been sitting on in order to protect a now estranged boyfriend since kait
didn t live to reveal it her mother now does so in a book so intense and yet so painfully human that the reader will never forget it all of the elements of a suspenseful mystery are here
intrigue turns and twists cover ups and page turning action the sobering fact is that this time the story isn t fiction

One to the Wolves
2013-07-15

nick and his brother alan are on the run with their mother who was once the lover of a powerful magician when she left him she stole an important charm and he will stop at nothing
to reclaim it now alan has been marked with the sign of death by the magician s demon and only nick can save him but to do so he must face those he has fled from all his life the
magicians and kill them so the hunted becomes the hunter but in saving his brother nick discovers something that will unravel his whole past

The Demon's Lexicon
2010-02-18

last night while i lay thinking here some whatifs crawled inside my ear and pranced and partied all night long and sang their same old whatif song whatif i flunk that test whatif green
hair grows on my chest whatif nobody likes me whatif a bolt of lightning strikes me to celebrate its 20th anniversary shel silverstein s a light in the attic is now available in a special
edition containing the classic hardcover book and a cd of highlights from his grammy award winning album here in the attic of shel silverstein you will find backward bill sour face ann
the meehoo with an exactlywatt and the polar bear in the frigidaire you will talk with broiled face and find out what happens when somebody steals your knees you get caught by the
quick digesting gink a mountain snores and they put a brassiere on the camel from the creator of the beloved poetry collections where the sidewalk ends and falling up here is another
wondrous book of poems and drawings

A Light in the Attic Book and CD
2001-10-09

in a busy school cafeteria a teenage girl is confronted by a classmate who questions her identity he explains to the students who have crowded around that the girl bears an uncanny
resemblance to his cousin who was taken away by social services five years ago her parents abandoned her fleeing the country after being accused of embezzling millions of dollars
the students are intrigued but the girl shrugs off the attention as a case of mistaken identity as the days pass however the boy refuses to relent and even brings his parents in to back
him up but they are not the only adults involved an fbi agent who has been working the case these past five years believes that whoever this girl is she can serve as bait to help the fbi
capture the fugitives in this powerful novel that explores the possibility of mistaken identity the evils of money and greed and the heartfelt obligations of family and loyalty caroline b



cooney has once again crafted a page turner that will resonate with readers

They Never Came Back
2010-01-12

terri learns that she was kidnapped by her father as a child and that her mother is still alive

Taking Terri Mueller
2015-09-29

in a series of interconnected short stories the residents of old cranbury connecticut face unseen battles and creeping truths dreaming the massive dreams that each person holds close
and that hold them close to each other

The Wonder Garden
2016-02-09
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